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When loie";nQ the famous optical illusion paintinQ EniQma by Isia Leloiant, many people claim to see motion within the
colored circles moloinQ aQainst the black and white striped backQround AlthouQh this optical illusion has been known
for a 10nQ time, its physioloQical oriQins are still unknown
for the past 200 years, researchers haye debated whether the
illusion of motion in a static imaQe is caused by mechanisms
in the eye, in the brain, or by a combination of both. Because
measurinQ these kinds of physioloQical responses is dimcult,
no study has successful~ measured direct and tiQhdy timed
correlations between a kinetic illusion and a physioloQical
precursor

Awards

But recendy, a team of researchers from the Barrow
NeuroloQicallnstitute in Phoenix, Arizona, and the Un",ersity of
(l.ft) hi. l.,I.nt'. 'nlom., Mo.' ,I ••• " .. , .h.
ViQo in ViQo, Spain, has found a direct correlation between
pu,pl. ,'nO' ,pp",'o 1111 .ith "pld IlIu.o" motion,
illUSOry motion and microsaccades, which are tiny eye
(RIOh') A .Implill.d ,."Ion ,h •• ,h. ' . . . . reh." u.. d
movements that involuntari~ occur several times per second
In ,h. ,'ud" Mo.' ,I ••• " ,.poit IlIu.o" motion
I.no,h., . . . Iono ,h. 0'" .trlp., Im.o. ".dit,
durinQ Ioisual fixation. AlthouQh the team hasn't determined the
Xo.n. G, T,onco.o, ••• 1. c,.dit, PMAS,
neural mechanism behind the correlation, the findinQ rules out
the hypothesis that the oriQin of the kinetic optical illusion is
pure~ cortical
"These results revealed a direct link between the eye motions and the perception of illusory motion, and ruled outthe
hypothesis that the EniQma illusion oriQinates sole~ in the brain," Susana MartineZ-Conde, Director of the Laboratory of
Visual Neuroscience at the Barrow NeuroloQical Institute, said. ·Our study proloides a possible explanation for an entire
fami~ ofloisual illusions central to the fields ofloisual art and Ioisual science It would be qUite unexpected ifEniQma
turned outto be the on~ motion illusion an'ected by eye movements."
In tests, the researchers tracked subjects' eye positions .,;th a Ioideo-based eye movement monitor, while askinQ the
SUbjects to release a button when they perce",ed fast movement, and press the button when they perce",ed slow to no
movement (no illusion). The results showed that microsaccade rates increased short~ before SUbjects reported
seeinQ fast movement Converse~, microsaccade rates decreased short~ before SUbjects reported seeinQ slower
movement
These findinQs show a direct correlation between microsaccades and the perception of illUSOry motion, but the
researchers also wanted to know if microsaccades miQht actual~ cause the illusion. To investiQate this possibility, the
team tested an alternat",e hypothesis: that, rather than microsaccades causinQ the illusion, the illusion causes both the
microsaccades and subjects' perce",ed illUSOry motion (reported by pressinQ and releasinQ the button)
In this control test, SUbjects were shown real moloinQ imaQes and asked to indicate chanQes in motion. Results from
the eye movement monitor showed that, unlike when loie";nQ the static imaQes, subjects' microsaccade rates did not
increase before transitions to faster movement, nor did microsaccade rates decrease before transitions to slower
movement further, microsaccade rates actual~ decreased afier a chanQe in motion, whether faster or slower. These
findinQs show that perceptual motion chanQes do not cause chanQes in microsaccade rate, answerinQ the first part of
the alternat",e hypothesis
from this data, the researchers could also determine the time delay between the actual chanQe in motion and the
subjects' reported chanQe in motion, which was about 520 microseconds. Because the measured chanQes in
microsaccade rates occurred about 7(0 microseconds before this reported chanQe, the researchers concluded that
microsaccades may potential~ dr",e the illusion, but not the other way around
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Ifmicrosaccades do indeed dr",e the EniQma illusion, future research";l1 still need to investiQate whether the cause is
direct or indirect, and what neural mechanisms may be at its root In preloious stUdies, researchers have proposed a
few possibilities based on the idea of "phi movement," which is the illusion of apparent motion caused by s.,;tchinQ on'
one stimulus and immediate~ turninQ on another in close proximity
for example, microsaccades may cause parts of the imaQe to shifi, which could cause the black and white lines to
continuous~ reverse, resultinQ in phi movement Another possibility is that microsaccades may displace afier-imaQes
of the black and white stripes, also causinQ phi movement A more complex eye-brain explanation is also possible, and
the researchers";l1 continue investiQatinQ this intriQuinQ illusion
By learninQ more about how optical illusions work, Martinez-Conde and her colieaQues hope to understand more about

the brain, and how it creates our sensory reality
'"Visual illusions are defined by the dissociation between physical reality and sUbject",e perception of an object or
event," she said. "¥¥hen we experience a Ioisual illusion, we may see somethinQ that is not there, orfail to see
somethinQ that is there, or even see somethinQ din'erent from what is there. Because of this dissociation between
perception and reality, Ioisual illusions demonstrate the ways in which the brain can fail to recreate the physical world
By stud)oinQ these failinQs, we can learn about the computational methods that the brain uses to construct Ioisual
experience. Presendy, one of the most important tools used by neuroscientists to understand how the brain creates its
sense of reality is the Ioisual illusion
"The findinQs from our recent study may moreover help us to understand the neural mechanisms under~nQ motion
perception, both in the normal brain, and in patients .,;th brain lesions that an'ectthe perception of motion," she said
"Also, they could help desiQn future neural prosthetics for patients .,;th brain damaQe."
The study, "Microsaccades dr",e illUSOry motion in the EniQma illusion," was published in ProceedlnQ' «100 Nalional
ActKJem;«Science" October 1(, 2008, vol. 105, no. (1,16033-16038
SOURCE: PhysOrQ.com
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